Physical
evidence

Phase 1: Arrival and Awareness
First encounter of destination program

Customer journey/

Uses actions

Arrives at the
destination by train

Gets attracted
by the BergLobby

Phase 2: Inspiration and Evaluation
Interaction with Berglobby which inspires about holiday activities

Discovers QR-Code that
leads to webpage
based ÄÄÄpp

Enters the BergLobby
& is welcomed by staff

Discovers, mingles, gets
Inspired and interacts
with locals, visitors,
staff, stakeholders...

Browses through
the ÄÄÄpp & adds
"to-do's" on personal
profile

Phase 3: Experience and Acquisition
Enjoys activities at destination while interacting with Äsk Ängelberg program and create memorable experiences

Gets to the
accomodation
Gets to the
1. accomodation
planned customer
jouney interaction

Line of interaction

Discovers a farmer on
Listenstotostory
storyabout
about
Spots a farmer on the
Listens
the app that knows
app that knows much
localflora
flora&&fauna
fauna
local
about natural paths-hikes
about nature trail and
andnature
naturetrail
trailininthe
the
and decides to visit him
and
decides to visit him
region
before dinner
region
before dinner

Buysaahomemade
homemade
Buys
honeyatatthe
thefarmer
farmer
honey
andfeels
feelsmotivated
motivated
and
andinspired
inspiredtotodo
dothe
the
and
trailthe
thenext
nextday
day
trail

Gets dinner at the
local
burger
Eats dinner
at restauant,
the local
burger
restaurant,
that they
were that
made
they aware
were made
aware
of at
the of
at the
BergLobby
Berglobby

Identifyingpeople
people
Identifying
wiith"ÄskMe"-tag
"ÄskMe"-tagatat
with
therestaurant
restaurant
the

Chat to these people
and
about
Swiss
Chatslearn
to these
people,
learn
about Swiss
culture
culture
and places
and to
receives
some local
insider
get some
tips about
local
pubs
souvenirs

Tourist
experiences
diﬀerent
interaction
with Äsk
Ängelberg
during their
trip

Phase 4: Review and Advocacy
Post-trip experience, indulge in reminiscences by sharing and recommending experiences

Reviews people and
Reviews people and
activities that they have
activities that they have
been interacted
experienced
throughwith
the
through
the ÄÄ app
ÄÄÄpp

Makes instagram story
about Instagram
the trip and
tags
Makes
story
about
theÄÄ
trip,
tags the
the
program
andÄÄ
program
shares
the(e.g.
ÄÄ
shares and
the best
tips
locals (e.g.
the
farmer)
the farmer)

Community Manager
Community Manager
welcomes visitors, brieﬂy
welcomes visitors, brieﬂy
explains the BergLobby‘s
explains the BergLobby‘s
concept& rules and indicates
concept& rules and indicates
functionalities of ÄÄÄpp
functionalities of ÄÄÄpp

Visitor talks to diﬀerent stakeVisitor talks to diﬀerent
holders, locals and CM and gets
stakeholders, locals and CM
inspired
and gets inspired

Stakeholders, locals, staﬀ and
Stakeholders, locals, staﬀ and
QR-code signs make aware of
QR-code signs make aware of
the use of ÄÄÄpp
the use of ÄÄÄpp

Advertisement of the
Advertisement of the
ÄÄ-program & the BergLobby
ÄÄ-program & the BergLobby
on the way to the
on the way to the
accommodation
accommodation

Farmer welcomes the visitors
Farmer welcomes the visitors

Farmer shares his local
Farmer shares his local
insider tips, tells his personal
insider tips, tells his personal
story & hands out
story & hands out
info-material (online / oﬀline)
info-material (online / oﬀline)

Farmer sells honey
Farmer sells honey

Interaction with interested
Interaction with interested
tourist, sharing personal,
tourist, sharing personal,
authentic stories about the
authentic stories about the
destination
destination

Interaction with
Interaction
withof
service process
service
process
restaurant
of restaurant

Spreading
Spreadingword
wordofof
mouth
mouthabout
aboutunexpected,
unexpected,
spontaneous
interactions
spontanous attractions
and
and
knowledge
localinsider
knowledge
gained
gained
with family
and
with family
and friends
friends

Comingback
back
Coming
nextholiday
holiday
next
Tourist got inspired by the local
population ‘s sprit and many exciting
possibilities at the destination,
which might inspire her/him to stay
longer next time, or even come for a
diﬀerent purpose, like co-working for
an extended period of time.

Through label the visitors attention
is once more drawn to the app

Announcement of
Announcement of
BergLobby
BergLobby

Frontstage
Actions

Identifies
Identifies
"ÄskÄngelberg"
"ÄskÄngelberg"lable
at hotel
& looks
up
label
at hotel
& looks
local
knowledge
up
available
localon
appon app
knowledge

Repetion of
phase 3

Line of visibility
Index

Backstage
Actions

Train driver announces the
Train driver announces the
BergLobby while arriving at the
BergLobby while arriving at
train station
the train station

Community Manager keeps
Community Manager keeps
themselves updated about the
themselves updated about the
latest happenings at the BL
latest happenings at the BL

Community Manager opens
Community Manager opens
doors to BergLobby & makes
doors to BergLobby & makes
the entrance appear inviting
the entrance appear inviting

CM
individual
CMcoordinates
coordinatesthe
that
individual
service
processes
of
service processes of stakeholdthe
ers BergLobby
are in placeand
andhelps
mightout
help
where needed

Service process of public
Service process of public
transport
transport

Service provider puts up the
Service provider puts up the
ÄÄ-label & uploading local
ÄÄ-label & uploading local
knowledge available at hotel/
knowledge available at hotel/
maintaining account on
maintaining account on
ÄÄÄpp
ÄÄÄpp

Locals (e.g.farmer) sets
Locals (e.g.farmer) sets
himself on available on the
himself on available on the
ÄÄÄpp & maintains his proﬁle
ÄÄÄpp & maintains his proﬁle

Reports positive and negative
Reports positive and negative
feedback, as well as inputs
feedback, as well as inputs
from visitors to community
from visitors to community
manager
manager

Display of homemade
Display of homemade
products at the farm
products at the farm

Stick the “ÄskMe”- logo
Stick the “ÄskMe”- logo
(which is available at the
(which is available at the
BergLobby) on a visible spot
BergLobby) on a visible spot
(e.g. jacket)
(e.g. jacket)

Anytime being prepared and
Anytime being prepared and
open to share insider tips
open to share insider tips

Reading and dealing with the
Reading and dealing with the
feedback on the ÄÄÄ by the
feedback on the ÄÄÄpp by the
community manager and the
community manager and the
local stakeholders
local stakeholders

Reposting the social media conReposting the social media
tent by community manager or/
content by community managand local stakeholder
er or/and local stakeholder

CM Community manager
DMO Destination marketing organisation
ÄÄ ÄskÄngelberg
ÄÄÄpp ÄskÄngelberg Äpp (mobile&
web-based application

Line of internal interaction

Support
Actions

The train‘s speakers to spread
The train‘s speakers to spread
audio message
audio message

Analytics of QR code record the
Analytics of QR code record the
number of scans and
number of scans and
downloads of the ÄÄÄpp
downloads of the ÄÄÄpp

Door sensors logs visitor
Door sensors logs visitor

Scenography installations are
Scenography installations are
deployed, so that the
deployed, so that the
atmosphere invites you to
atmosphere invites you to
linger (light, music, exhibition,
linger (light, music, exhibition,
etc.)
etc.)

programming and maintaining
programming and maintaining
of mobile application/ also
of mobile application/ also
web-based interface
web-based interface

Design of marketing
Design of marketing
campaign
campaign

Programming & maintaining
Programming & maintaining
of mobile application/ also
of mobile application/ also
web-based interface
web-based interface

Programming & maintaining
Programming & maintaining
of mobile application/ also
of mobile application/ also
web-based interface
web-based interface

Local knowledge that the faLocal knowledge that the
mer has accumulated througfamer has accumulated
hout his lifetime
throughout his lifetime
CM provides info-material,
CM provides info-material,
tainings and workshops
tainings and workshops

Production and sales
Production and sales
process of local products
process of local products

Accumulation
of
Accumulation
of destination’s
destination’s
knowledge byknowledge
the locals by
the locals

Accumulation
of
Accumulation
of destination’s
destination’s
knowledge
knowledge by the locals by
the locals

Maintaining
of mobile
maintaining
of mobile
applicaapplication/
also
web-based
tion/ also web-based interface
interface

Social media accounts of DMO&
Social media accounts of DMO&
local stakeholders
local stakeholders

Tourist becomes inspired &
excited about possibilities to do
during his stay
Unplanned & authentically
holiday experiences
Service process of diﬀerent
service providers (not included in
this blueprint)
Supports local industry - one
reason for stakeholders to
participate

